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scientific explanations plus a touch of philosophy Reductionism is once again alive and well Well worth your time 
Every living thing is assembled by its genes This is a crucial starting point for exploring a fundamental human 
dilemma As stated so starkly by Richard Dawkins a human is ldquo a lumbering machine created for the task of 
safeguarding and propagating the all important genes within rdquo I would add that since the machine s behavior is 
driven by brain circuits pre wired by those genes sometimes we are prone to doing things which work against our 
individual best i About the Author I was born in 1939 in Ann Arbor Michigan and grew up on a small farm nearby By 
age 6 I was smitten by the stars and astronomy became a life long hobby I graduated from the University of Michigan 
with an astronomy degree in 1961 A 2 year sti 
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audiobook judaism is a set of beliefs and practices originating in the hebrew bible also known as the tanakh and 
explored in later texts such as the talmud most narn subscribe to very strict personal codes of honor though many other 
races in the past have tended to see the narn as greedy duplicitous double dealing and 
truthism your 1 source for the truth
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